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786 This work alludes to the darkness within people;
diasec-mounted lightjet C-print on archival paper, 2014
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In their previous work, South African artists Hasan and Husain Essop have
explored various issues regarding their identity as third generation Indian
immigrants and Muslims growing up in South Africa. The latest exhibition by the
twin brothers, “Unrest”, focuses on the uneasiness that pervades our society
today.
The work, which was created as part of the Standard Bank Young Artist Award
for Visual Art in 2014, is very personal, but it addresses global issues of
terrorism, cultural stereotyping and xenophobia. The artworks include
photographic works, videos and an installation.
The photographic works in this show are images of performances staged by the
artists at various locations in Cape Town. The identical twins appear in the
pictures in multiple roles, recreating sinister situations based on real life
incidents as well as imagined scenarios. They use a special technique to get
360° views of their chosen landscapes, and then merge and blend hundreds of
images to create aesthetic yet disturbing panoramas. Each photograph tells a
personal story, but one that most people can relate to.
“As middle class, male, Indian-origin Muslims living in Cape Town, we can
never feel relaxed or safe because we always have to be on our guard against
attacks motivated by economic, racial or religious reasons. But with the ongoing
conflicts in various regions, the situation is quite similar around the globe, and
‘unrest’ has become a commonly used word in the media. This body of work
deals with violence and the responses to it from historical times to the present.
It is based on what is happening in our hometown and tells personal, yet
universal stories through our eyes and our bodies,” Hasan Essop says.
The artists have carefully selected locations around Cape Town for staging their
performances. In “Athalone Suprette”, they have recreated a recent attack on a
mini supermarket in the Athalone area. “This area on the dark, gloomy back of
Table Mountain has mass housing projects, and is rife with poverty, crime and
gangsters. Such attacks on mini supermarkets, which are owned by recent
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